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Abstract—Unmatched computation and storage performance
in new HPC systems have led to a plethora of I/O optimizations
ranging from application-side collective I/O to network and
disk-level request scheduling on the file system side. As we
deal with ever larger machines, the interference produced by
multiple applications accessing a shared parallel file system in
a concurrent manner becomes a major problem. Interference
often breaks single-application I/O optimizations, dramatically
degrading application I/O performance and, as a result, low-
ering machine wide efficiency.
This paper focuses on CALCioM, a framework that aims
to mitigate I/O interference through the dynamic selection
of appropriate scheduling policies. CALCioM allows several
applications running on a supercomputer to communicate and
coordinate their I/O strategy in order to avoid interfering with
one another. In this work, we examine four I/O strategies
that can be accommodated in this framework: serializing,
interrupting, interfering and coordinating. Experiments on
Argonne’s BG/P Surveyor machine and on several clusters of
the French Grid’5000 show how CALCioM can be used to
efficiently and transparently improve the scheduling strategy
between two otherwise interfering applications, given specified
metrics of machine wide efficiency.
Keywords-Exascale I/O, Parallel File Systems, Cross-
Application Contention, Interference, CALCioM
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2012 for the first time in history, a supercomputer
(LLNL’s Sequoia) surpassed a million cores. As of Au-
gust 2013, the top five supercomputers all have more than
500,000 cores [1]. This tremendous power offers the possi-
bility to run larger, more accurate simulations of scientific
phenomena in climate, cosmology, or particle physics. But
sustained petascale (and exascale in a few years from now)
is not achieved by running applications one at a time.
The real power of a million-core machine comes from the
increased number of applications that can run concurrently.
Although computer scientists generally argue that their
machines have been designed mainly to run applications at
full scale (i.e., large applications), our current machines are
already used by many relatively small applications at the
same time, as exemplified by Figure 1(a), which shows the
distribution of job sizes on Argonne’s Intrepid. Half the jobs
on this platform indeed run on less than 2,048 cores (i.e.,
1.25% of the full machine); this assertion remains true when
weighing the jobs by their duration (i.e., half of the machine
time is used by applications smaller than 2,048 cores).
An important challenge at such a large scale is deal-
ing with the data deluge coming from these applications;
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Figure 1. Job sizes and number of concurrent jobs by time unit on Intrepid,
extracted from the Parallel Workload Archive [2], using ANL-Intrepid-2009-
1.swg (8 months of job scheduler’s traces, from January 2009 to September
2009).
decades of research have prepared the community for ex-
ascale I/O through application-side optimizations, imple-
mented in MPI-I/O or in higher-level I/O libraries (such as
HDF5 [3]) and middleware (DataStager [4], Damaris [5],
PLFS [6], etc.). These optimizations aim at better organizing
the data layout in order to achieve the best possible I/O
performance.
Unfortunately, when several concurrent applications ac-
cess a shared parallel file system in an uncoordinated man-
ner, storage servers have to deal with interleaved requests
coming from different sources, which often break the access
pattern optimized by each application individually. At the
file system level, network requests schedulers impose an
order on requests. This order may be simply an independent
“first-in-first-out” policy on each storage server or a more
elaborated strategy to reach the same order on each server
or attempt to service applications one at a time. Lower-
level schedulers in storage servers try to minimize disk-head
movements by aiming at better data locality [7]. Yet these
solutions work on low-level requests without any knowledge
from the applications. They may attempt to be fair in the
sense that each application should benefit from the same
“quality of service.” This quality of service is usually defined
in terms of sharing of throughput. This notion of “fairness”
is not appropriate, however, because it does not take into
account the particular constraints (e.g., I/O rate, memory
usage, job’s duration) of each application [8] nor the global
efficiency of the system. As an example, a fair sharing of
throughput between two concurrent applications will lead to
both applications being slowed down. On the other hand,
serializing the access of one application after the other,
though unfair, can lead to a higher efficiency from a global
system point of view.
While reducing cross-application I/O interference has long
been an important challenge in HPC systems, prior work has
not taken into account the overall machine wide efficiency.
Moreover, the I/O interference varies not only according to
the applications size (i.e., small or large applications) but
also according to their I/O behavior and the interference
time. Hence, it is vital that applications be aware of each
other’s I/O behavior and therefore coordinate their I/O
requests.
This paper aims at mitigating the I/O interferences in
HPC systems by exploiting cross-application coordination.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on cross-
application coordination in HPC systems. We specifically
study three coordination strategies: interfering, serializing,
and interrupting, which are made possible through cross-
application communications. We Observed that these strate-
gies are all suboptimal in different contexts yet complement
each other in a way that makes a dynamic selection de-
sirable, especially when applications present different I/O
behavior and requirements. Therefore, we integrated these
strategies into the CALCioM (Cross-Application Layer for
Coordinated I/O Management) framework, which can select
the most appropriate one for a targeted machine wide
efficiency. Using CALCioM, an application will pause its
I/O activity for the benefit of another application, wait for
another application to complete its I/O, or still access the file
system in contention with another application. CALCioM’s
selection of a scheduling strategy is based on a holistic view
of the set of running applications and their respective I/O
activity as perceived from each level of the I/O stack, with
the aim of optimizing a specified metric of machine wide
efficiency.
Our experiments are conducted on Argonne’s BlueGene/P
Surveyor machine and several Grid’5000 (French national
grid testbed [9]) clusters, with a benchmark derived from
IOR [10] to simulate multiple interfering applications with
a fine control on their I/O patterns.
CALCioM is radically different from traditional ap-
proaches where applications are optimized individually, dis-
regarding potential cross-application interference, and where
interference-avoiding strategies are left to the file system’s
scheduler, with no information on the constraints or freedom
of each application and no way to differentiate I/O requests.
We note that this paper does not aim to provide an
absolute solution to solve the I/O interference in HPC
systems. Rather, it provides extensive experimental insight
on different scheduling options, showing their efficiency and
limitations and demonstrating a cooperative solution based
on dynamic selection of these strategies at run time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
motivates our work through references, trace analysis and
experimental insight on cross-application interference. We
present the CALCioM approach in Section III, along with
its design principles, API, and implementation. Section IV
details the performance evaluation. We then discuss our
solution and position it with respect to related work in
Section V. We conclude in Section VI and open to future
work .
II. INTERFERENCES IN SHARED STORAGE SYSTEMS
Interference can be defined as a “performance degradation
observed by an application in contention with other for the
access to a shared resource”. This section gives tools for
analyzing interference and examples on real platforms in
the context of shared storage systems.
A. Interference as described in the literature
Distributed systems are by nature subject to concurrency.
Performance variability as a consequence of resource sharing
is a well-known problem in cloud computing, for example.
Cloud users share not only network bandwidth, but also the
hardware on which their VMs run [11]. In this context, per-
formance guarantees are part of the service-level agreement
that also defines the pricing model of the platform; hence,
interference has economical consequences. Pu et al. [12], for
example, provide a study of interference specifically for I/O
workloads in the cloud.
In the supercomputing community however, the lack of an
underlying pricing model, along with the fact that computing
resources are fully dedicated to a single job at a given
moment, did not motivate much analysis of cross-application
interference. Yet cross-application contention is mentioned
by Skinner and Kramer [13] as one of the five main causes
of performance variability in HPC systems, in particular at
the level of parallel file systems, which remains the main
shared resource of the platform and thus the main point of
contention between applications. In their own words, cross-
application contention is in fact one of the most complex
manifestations of performance variability on large scale
parallel computers.
Uselton et al. [14] also mention that the high variability
observed in the I/O performance of HPC applications is
caused by factors coming from both inside and outside the
application, which makes its analysis even more challenging.
B. Probability of concurrent accesses
Since a supercomputer is used by several applications at
the same time, the number of applications that run concur-
rently at any given moment can be denoted as a discrete
random variable X ∈ N. Figure 1 (b) shows the distribution
followed by X on ANL’s Intrepid. The proportion of time
spent doing I/O by any application can also be seen as a
random variable µ ∈ [0, 1]. Assuming independence between
X and µ (although this assumption is optimistic and does
not take into account the fact that interfering applications
spend more time in I/O phases), the probability that at least
one application is doing I/O when observing the system at
an arbitrary moment is
P(another is doing I/O) = 1−
+∞∑
n=0
P(X = n)(1− E(µ))n
This formula is simply derived from computing the prob-
ability that n applications are running; P(X = n), and none
of them are doing I/O: (1 − E(µ))n. It represents a lower
bound on the probability of interfering with another applica-
tion, this probability requiring a more complex mathematical
model that is outside the scope of this paper.
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Expected App A App B Figure 2. Experiments done on
G5K (Nancy site) with PVFS de-
ployed on 35 nodes; two applica-
tions of 336 processes each write
16 MB per process in a contiguous
collective pattern. A (red) starts at
the reference date (0), B (blue)
starts at an arbitrary date dt with
respected to the reference date.
As an example, assuming that the average portion of time
spent in I/O by applications is as small as E(µ) = 5%, and
using the distribution shown in Figure 1 (b), the probability
of concurrent accesses is P(another is doing I/O) = 64%,
making cross-application interference frequent enough to
motivate our research.
C. ∆-graphs and interference factor
Throughout this paper we will consider two applications
A and B. To evaluate the interference between these appli-
cations, we introduce the concept of ∆-graphs: Application
A starts writing at a reference date t = 0, application B
starts at a date t = dt, and we measure the performance
(for example, the time spent in an I/O phase) of A and B.
A single experiment with a particular value of dt gives us
a point in the graph. A set of experiments with different
values of dt allows us to plot the measured performance as
a function of dt. If dt < 0, B starts before A (as a result, the
∆-graph of the pair of applications (A,B) is the mirror of
the ∆-graph of (B,A)). An example of a ∆-graph is shown
in Figure 2 (a), which reports experiments done on the
Nancy site of Grid’5000 (described in Section IV). Here two
instances of the same application run on the same number
of cores. From this example, we observe that when two
applications compete for access to the file system with the
same I/O load, the first one to arrive is favored, although it
still observes a degradation of its write time. One can easily
compute and display the expected interference as a piecewise
linear function, assuming a proportional sharing of resources
between the two application. This theoretical performance is
also plotted in the figure; and the term “∆-graph” has, in
fact, been chosen after its shape. When considering three
applications the ∆-graph becomes a surface in a 3D graph,
and is thus more difficult to display.
In the following, we will either consider the I/O time as
a reference metric, or use an interference factor, defined for
a single application as the measured access time divided by
the time it would require without the contention with the
other application:
I =
T
Talone
> 1
I is arguably more appropriate to study interference because
it gives an absolute reference for a noninterfering system:
I = 1. Moreover, it allows the comparison of applications
that have different size or different I/O requirements. In a
potential extension of this work, I can be computed for other
metrics as well, such as the energy consumption: I = E
Ealone
.
This metric depends on the application considered but also
on the platform and other applications running simultane-
ously; it is therefore an context-dependent measure.
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Figure 3. Experiments done on the Nancy site of Grid’5000 with 35 PVFS
servers across an Infiniband network: (a) one instance of IOR runs on 336
cores and writes every 10 seconds; (b) another instance is started on 336
other cores and writes every 7 seconds (the figure represents the observed
throughput of the first instance only).
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Figure 4. Experiments done
on Grid’5000 (Nancy site) with
PVFS deployed on 35 nodes; A
runs on 336 processes; size of B
varies; each process writes 16MB.
Both applications start at the same
time.
D. Impact of interference on I/O optimizations
Cross-application interference can have a severe impact
on I/O optimizations at several levels of the I/O stack.
As an example, Figure 3 shows the consequences of cross-
application interference on a caching mechanism. Here two
instances of IOR write periodically, one with a 10 seconds
delay between each write, the other one with a 7 seconds
delay. Kernel caching is enabled in the storage backend,
so that applications see a higher throughput than what the
disks actually provides. When the two applications happen
to write at the same time (iterations 4, 5, 8, and 9), none of
them benefits from the cache, and their performance drops
dramatically.
E. From diversity to system wide inefficiency
Different applications usually run on different numbers
of cores, for different durations. They also have different
resource constraints and I/O requirements. For example, the
CM1 atmospheric simulation on Blue Waters synchronously
writes snapshot files every 3 minutes, for an amount of
23 MB/core. The NAMD chemistry simulation, on the other
hand, writes trajectory files of a few bytes per core every
second through a designated set of output processors, and
in an asynchronous manner1. These behaviors and the I/O
requirements that they imply cannot be captured by the
storage system, which sees only incoming raw requests.
This diversity and lack of knowledge can lead to appli-
cations being impacted more than they should by other ap-
plications. As an example, Figure 4 shows what happens to
the aggregate throughput when a small application interferes
with a bigger one. When B runs on 8 cores while A runs
on 336, B observes a 6× decrease of throughput compared
with B running alone on 8 cores.
1This information was gathered through discussions with the Blue Waters
PRAC (http://www.ncsa.illinois.edu/BlueWaters/prac.html) users.
More important than the performance of each application
individually, cross-application interference lead to a decrease
of system wide efficiency. Depending on a given metric
to measure this efficiency (for example, the sum of run
time of all applications, the number of FLOPs used for
actual science, etc.), it is desirable to find ways to decrease
these interference factors. Doing so, however, requires some
knowledge about each application’s I/O behavior and re-
quirements.
III. MITIGATING INTERFERENCES WITHIN THE
CALCIOM FRAMEWORK
Having illustrated the I/O interference and shown there
frequency as well as their potential performance impact, we
propose here strategies to overcome these problems. These
strategies are then integrated into the CALCioM framework.
A. Interference-avoiding strategies
Cross-application interference can have a big impact on
the performance of some applications, in particular given the
diversity of sizes and I/O requirements. This performance
impact results in a suboptimal use of the machine. In order
to mitigate interference several strategies can be envisioned:
1) Serializing accesses on a first-come-first-served basis:
With this strategy, only the application that arrives second
in its I/O phase is impacted in a way proportional to
the remaining access time of the first application. This
policy requires either giving applications a dangerous lock
function, to ensure accessing the file system one at a time,
or giving them a way to know that another application is
currently doing I/O and that there will be no advantage in
interfering with it.
2) Interrupting an application’s access: In this situation,
the application that arrived first is impacted. Indeed, if its
access can be paused quickly enough, the second application
will immediately get access to the file system and will not
be impacted. This strategy specifically requires a way for an
application to be interrupted, that is, to know that another
application arrived and wants to do I/O.
3) Allowing interference: When the interference is low
enough (for instance, between two small applications) and
the performance decrease can be afforded by all applications
involved, then letting the applications interfere can also be
a valid choice and lead to better performance than trying to
schedule them.
4) Adapting dynamically to the best strategy: Each strat-
egy having its own advantage and drawbacks, a mechanism
can be implemented to select the best option at run time
depending on information exchanged between applications.
The choice of a strategy over another should be made on
the basis of a system wide efficiency metric. For instance,
if our goal is to minimize the sum of interference factors
f =
∑
X∈App IX , we will try to avoid the case of a
small application being largely impacted by a big one, by
serializing the big one after the small one or by interrupting
the big one to favor the small one.
The first three strategies are presented in Figure 5. These
strategies all require that an application becomes aware of
other applications running on the system, or at least the
properties of on going I/O operations, and even have a way
to contact other applications to exchange these properties. To
this end, we designed a coordination approach illustrated by
the CALCioM framework, which includes all these strategies
and allows applications to communicate with each other in
order to implement them.
Note that these strategies naturally extend to more than
two applications. The adaptive strategy would then consist
in either choosing a place in a queue of applications that
have requested access to the system, or interrupting the one
currently accessing it.
B. CALCioM: Design Principles
CALCioM provides a way for applications to commu-
nicate with each other in order to make a decision on
the best I/O scheduling strategy. Deciding could be done
by the applications themselves or enforced by a system-
provided entity (this detail is outside the scope of this
paper, as our goal is to show the possibilities offered by
the sharing of information between applications through a
common communication layer). CALCioM seeks the op-
timization of a set of concurrent applications, rather than
optimizing each application individually, and thus considers
the set of applications running concurrently rather than each
application individually.
With applications, CALCioM works from knowledge ac-
quired in each layer of the I/O stack, considering the I/O
stack as a whole instead of a set of layers (application, I/O
library, MPI-I/O, file system) to be optimized individually.
For instance, CALCioM will get from the application level
how many files (or how many bytes) are intended to be
written and from MPI-I/O the series of raw requests to
the file system, the targeted storage servers, the number of
rounds of collective buffering, and so on.
A design choice central to our approach is that CALCioM
does not give to the user a dangerous lock function to prevent
multiple applications from accessing the file system at the
same time. Nor does it offer a way for an application to
force the interruption of another. CALCioM only provides
the means by which applications can communicate. CAL-
CioM can be transparently integrated in the I/O stack of
applications and use the information exchanged by different
applications to make a decision on the their behavior.
As an example of CALCioM-enabled behavior, consider
an application A writing a large amount of data. As another
application B starts an I/O phase, it contacts A with some
information regarding its expected I/O operations, for ex-
ample, a well-optimized write of a small amount of data.
If, targeting the optimization of a given metric, A (or a
centralized entity) considers that stopping and letting B
execute its access will lead to better overall performance,
it will contact B back with this decision. When B finishes
its I/O, A resumes its own operation.
C. Effective implementation and API
The communication between different applications and
the gathering of information on I/O behaviors are done
only through one process in each application (typically
rank 0 in MPI COMM WORLD) or a very small set. This
(a) Interference (b) “First-come-first-served” serialization (c) “Interruption-based” serialization
Figure 5. Three possible policies to deal with interference: (a) let applications A and B interfere, both will be impacted; (b) serialize one application
after the other, giving the advantage to the one that started its access first and impacting the second one only; and (c) interrupt one application for the
benefit of another one, impacting the first one only.
process, called a coordinator, is responsible for gathering
information from other processes inside the application, for
interacting with other applications, and for sending orders
back to inner processes on information about accesses to be
performed. CALCioM is thus hierarchical in the sense that
an application can internally have its own way of managing
I/O, and CALCioM acts as the root of each application’s
particular I/O management system.
CALCioM exposes a simple API to applica-
tion/libary/middleware developers.
Prepare(MPI_Info info) adds more information
about the future I/O accesses. In order to be generic, it uses
an MPI Info structure, which contains a set of (key,value)
pairs, to represent knowledge on the application’s I/O
behavior. As examples of values that can be leveraged,
in Section IV we communicate the number of files, the
number of rounds of collective buffering and the amount
of data transferred per round. A call to Complete() will
later unstack information.
Inform() sends the information to the set of running
applications currently doing I/O, as well as applications
interrupted or waiting. Suggestions of authorizations are
eventually sent back by these applications.
Check(int* authorized) checks whether the appli-
cation is “allowed” to access the file system, based on other
applications’ responses.
Wait() explicitly waits for all the other applications to
agree that this application should do its I/O access.
Release() ends a step in the I/O access, checks for
pending requests from other applications, reevaluates the
global strategy (if new information has been sent), and
responds to other applications. A new call to Inform is
necessary before the next I/O access.
In coordinators, all these functions perform communi-
cations with other applications. Other processes perform
communications with the coordinator. Retrieving the list of
other running applications is done through communications
with the machine’s job scheduler when the job starts and
finishes. This API is intended to be used at several levels of
the I/O stack, from the application level down to the MPI-
I/O implementation. Inform, Check, Wait and Release
can be used at the low level between each atomic request
to the file system, surrounding a complex write operation
or even an entire I/O phase. The reason for also offering
these functions to application and library developers is
that they can also observe the load of the storage stack
at any point in the program and decide to schedule their
operations differently (for instance, starting a new iteration
of computation and coming back to the I/O phase later).
This is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
The location of these calls gives different degrees of
freedom in adapting the I/O behavior; using the functions
only between each file access gives less opportunity for
the application to be interrupted upon request from another
application, for example. Each level can use Prepare
and Complete to provide information that can lead to a
better understanding of their I/O behavior and thus to better
decisions.
D. Implementation options
CALCioM can be implemented by using MPI
as underlying communication layer in order to be
platform independent. Indeed MPI already provides
functions to build a communicator across multiple
applications (MPI_Comm_{connect,accept},
MPI_Port_{open,close}), as applications start
and leave. Yet, since an application cannot know when
another one will try to contact it, these connection primitives
should be made non-blocking, either by extending the MPI
standard with MPI_Comm_{iconnect,iaccept} or
by calling these functions from a thread (something that
is also done in [15]). Such a thread would be required
only in coordinator processes, that is, one extra thread per
application.
In a production system, one might want to implement
these primitives at a system level, in order to improve their
security, and to back up the coordination algorithm with a
centralized entity to enforce the decisions taken on the basis
of the I/O behaviors. For large scale systems it might also be
more effective to perform coordination via a separate service
running on the system, rather than the peer-to-peer approach
used in our prototype. Systems such as BlueGene/Q running
the operating system in a spare core [16] would offer a
good way of providing fully asynchronous, system-level
communications with other applications.
For this work, we implemented CALCioM in pure MPI.
We avoided the problem of using MPI_Comm_accept by
having all our instances launched through the same mpirun
command and sharing MPI_COMM_WORLD. By this way all
applications start with a communicator, allowing them to
talk to each other; and we are provided with an easy way
of controlling all instances at the same time.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The following experimental campaign aims to present
the different policies that CALCioM offers: (1) letting
applications interfere, (2) waiting for another application to
complete its I/O, (3) interrupting an application’s access, and
(4) dynamically selecting one of the above policies.
A. Platforms and methodology
The study of cross-application interference requires re-
serving a full machine in order not to impact (or be impacted
by) other applications. We choose the following machines
for this purpose.
Surveyor is a 4096-core (1024 nodes) BlueGene/P super-
computer at Argonne, running at 13.6 TFlops. It exposes
a 4-node PVFS2 shared file system for high-performance
I/O. Surveyor consists of one rack of Argonne’s Intrepid
machine [17] and therefore shares the same architecture.
Note that Surveyor’s PVFS2 file system is not shared with
Intrepid; thus, reserving the full machine ensured that at
worst only a user connected to the frontend of Surveyor
could interfere with our experiments.
Grid’5000 is the French grid [9] deployed across 10 sites in
France and Luxembourg. We mainly used the Rennes site,
more specifically the parapluie cluster (40 nodes featuring
2 AMD 1.7 GHz CPUs, 12 cores/CPU, 48 GB RAM)
and parapide (25 nodes featuring 2 Intel 2.93 GHz CPUs,
4 cores/CPU, 24 GB RAM, 434 GB local disk). All nodes of
these clusters are connected through a common InfiniBand
switch. OrangeFS 2.8.3 was deployed on 12 nodes of
parapide, using an ext3 backend file system on local disks
with caching disabled in order to avoid the huge performance
drop observed in Section II. Reserving these two clusters and
deploying our own file system ensured us to be the only users
of the IB switch as well as the file system at the time of the
experiments.
Using real-life applications to evaluate cross-application
interference is arguably not appropriate because (1) it is
difficult to differentiate inner and outer causes of perfor-
mance degradations in applications that exhibit a complex
access pattern, (2) they may not be representative of generic
interference patterns that applications with perfectly opti-
mized I/O would exhibit, and (3) we need a way to control
precisely the moment when these applications perform I/O.
Therefore, we developed a benchmark similar to IOR [10]
that starts by splitting its set of processes into groups
running independently on different nodes. This IOR-like
benchmark allows us to control the access patterns of each
group of processes (for example, contiguous or strided with
a specified number of blocks and block sizes, in a way
similar to IOR). For this paper specifically, our study focuses
on collective write operations and write/write interference
between two applications only.
B. Interfering or serializing accesses
Figure 6 completes our study of interference initiated
in Section II between applications running on different
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Figure 6. Experiments done on Grid’5000. A total of 768 cores is split
into two groups of N (App B) and 768 − N (App A) cores, for N ∈
{24, 48, 96, 192, 384}. Each application writes 16 MB (8 strides of 2 MB)
per process.
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Figure 7. Experiments done on Surveyor. Two applications of the same size
write 32 MB per process using a contiguous pattern: (a) the applications
are big enough to interfere with each other; (b) the applications are smaller
and the interference is not as high as expected.
numbers of cores. We observe that the small application (B)
is a lot more impacted than the big one, with an interference
factor going up to 14 for a 24-core instance competing with
a 744-core instance. On the left part of the graphs (dt < 0),
B manages to write before A starts writing, which prevents
them from interfering. On the right part, however, B starts
while A is already writing, thus leading to interference.
Provided that we try to minimize the sum of write times,
or the sum of interference factors, regardless of the number
of cores on which the applications run, a smarter strategy
consists in having instance A wait for B to have completed
its write before starting its own operation (i.e., being on
the left side of the ∆-graphs as often as possible). This is
possible only if B starts writing before A and A has a way to
know that B is writing, in which case the choice of waiting
for B to complete is left to either A or a system-provided
entity that enforces the decision.
Yet given a time interval [t1, t2] during which both A
and B are expected to complete exactly one I/O phase, we
can show that the probability for B to start writing while A
already started (in which case B will either have to interfere
with A or be serialized after it) follows:
P(dt < 0) =
TA(alone)
t2 − t1
The bigger the difference in size between the applications,
the less likely relying only on an FCFS policy will allow us
to achieve our target of system wide efficiency.
Figure 7 (a) shows two accesses from instances of the
same size serialized one after the other. Contrary to let-
ting these applications interfere, only the application that
accesses second is impacted and experiences a performance
degradation that is equivalent to that of an interference with
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(b) Phases of collective buffering
Figure 8. Experiments done on Surveyor. Two applications of the same
size (2048 cores each) write 16 MB per process using a strided pattern (16
blocks of 1 MB per process), triggering the collective buffering algorithm.
Figure (a) shows the ∆−graph when interfering and when the applications
are serialized one after the other. Figure (b) shows how each of the two
phases behave: the communication phase is almost not impacted (it is
impacted as a side-effect of the variability in the write phase of different
processes), while the write phase is the most impacted.
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Figure 9. Experiments done on G5K Rennes site. Two applications write
8 MB per process using a strided pattern, from a different number of cores
(App A runs on 744, 720, 672, 576, and 384 cores, and App B respectively
on 24, 48, 96, 192, and 384, for a total of cores of 768). We show how the
interference factor behaves for the 3 policies: accepting the interference,
serializing one app after the other (very bad for B when B is small, as
shown in Figure (b)), and interrupting A (very bad for A if B is of the
same size, as shown in Figure (c)).
the first application. The application writing first, however,
is not impacted anymore, hence leading to a better overall
system performance.
The limitations of the FCFS strategy are however numer-
ous. Figure 7 (b) presents a case where the applications have
the same size, but this size being small, the compound A+B
tolerates rather well the interference. Serializing the accesses
will benefit only the first one, at the expense of the second.
In Figure 8 (a), each instance uses a collective, strided access
pattern. This access pattern triggers the collective buffering
algorithm (also termed “two-phase I/O”) that introduces
collective communication steps. These communications are
less subject to an interference, as shown in Figure 8 (b), and
therefor, serializing the accesses has a higher impact on the
application arriving second than pure interference.
The experiments presented in Figure 9 show that FCFS
serialization has a positive effect when applications have
a similar size or similar I/O requirements (Figures 9 (c)
and (d)). However, when they have very different sizes
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Figure 10. Experiments done on Surveyor. App A and B run on 2048 cores
each, App A writes 4 files using 4MB per process (contiguous access), App
B writes only 1 such a file. These graphs show the interference factor of
the two applications depending on the strategy used and on dt.
(Figures 9 (a) and (b)) or very different I/O requirements,
the FCFS serialization leads to an important performance
degradation of the small application when this application
arrives second. As explained above, at equivalent access
frequency between the two application, the situation of
a small application accessing before the big one is less
likely than its opposite. Depending on the global efficiency
targeted, it may be desirable in these situations that the big
application be interrupted for the benefit of the small one.
C. Interrupting accesses
By calling Inform/Release frequently, an application has
the possibility to receive information from another applica-
tions more often, and also be interrupted at a finer grain.
Figure 9 also present the results of experiments where the
application accessing second interrupts the one accessing
first, regardless of the size or I/O requirements of each
application. These experiments are done with a strided write
pattern using collective buffering, and Inform/Release are
called at very fine grain before and after each atomic call
to independent contiguous writes in a custom, CALCioM-
enabled ADIO layer for ROMIO. The interruption being
possible only when dt > 0 (e.g., there is someone to
interrupt), the curves start at dt = 0. These figures shows
that, as expected, the interruption strategy has the opposite
effect to FCFS serialization; it is effective when a small
application interrupts a big one, but it becomes ineffective
and even counterproductive when applications have a similar
size.
Figure 10 shows results on Surveyor with interference,
FCFS serialization and interruptions. In these experiments,
applications have the same size; however, A writes four
files while B writes only one. The Infom/Release functions
have been set up in two different levels: in the ADIO
layer (between each round of collective buffering) or at the
application level between each file. The second case leads
to the “saw” pattern because A cannot be interrupted at a
fine grain, and is forced to finish writing a file before being
interrupted. An implementation in the ADIO layer offers
more possibility for A to interrupt its access quickly enough
for B not to be impacted.
D. Dynamic choice: interfering, serializing, or interrupting
The previous sections have demonstrated the pros and
cons of different policies made possible by CALCioM
thanks to cross-application coordination. To close the loop,
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Figure 11. Synthesis on CAL-
CioM’s choices and impact on the
specified metrics (computational
efficiency). The figure shows the
CPU seconds per core wasted in
I/O under interference, and with
CALCioM.
we integrated all three policies in CALCioM and made it
select the most appropriate strategy dynamically, based on
information exchanged between applications. This selection
is based on the targeted machine wide efficiency metric.
In this section, we consider an example of such a metric;
namely, the total number of CPU hours actually used for
doing science, and show how CALCioM can select the best
strategy. We will thus aim at minimizing the total number of
CPU hours wasted in I/O phases: f =
∑
X∈AppsNX × TX
where NX is the number of cores running application X,
and TX is the observed I/O time. Note that this metric does
not necessarily favor a small application, since it weights the
I/O time with the amount of computing resources. However,
it will favor a big application with small I/O requirements.
We consider the scenario presented in Figure 10 where
NA = NB = 2048 cores on Surveyor, and B writing four
times less data than A. The case of B starting before A
is trivial (A is serialized after B). Thus we consider only
dt > 0; B either interrupts A or is serialized after it. Using
the above definition of f , we can compute the expected cost
of each of the policies.
fFCFS = 2048× (2TA(alone) + TB(alone) − dt)
fInterrupt = 2048× (TA(alone) + 2TB(alone))
A should be interrupted if and only if fInterrupt <
fFCFS , which translates into dt < (TA(alone) − TB(alone)).
As a result, if B starts first, A is serialized after B; if B
starts before A finished writing 75 percent of its data (i.e.,
3 out of 4 files), A is interrupted; otherwise B is serialized
after A.
The result of these decisions on the value of f is
summarized in Figure 11 (lower is better) and compared
with the situation of applications simply interfering with-
out CALCioM involved. Considering this specified metric
of computational efficiency, CALCioM always manages to
make a decision that improves this metric; that is, it lowers
the global time wasted in I/O per core.
Selecting a policy does not necessarily mean simply
choosing between FCFS and interruption. Indeed, in a con-
text where the observed interference is lower than expected,
as in Figure 12, we have shown in Section IV-B that serial-
izing (or interrupting) is not a good option. More elaborate
decisions could be made, such as delaying an application
and allowing some degree of overlap. This decision still
depends on the specified system wide efficiency metric to
optimize, but this time, it requires a better estimation of the
interference by the applications, an estimation outside the
scope of this paper.
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write 32MB/process (contiguous
pattern). The interference is not
as high as expected. As a conse-
quence, serializing accesses is not
a good decision. A tradeoff can be
found by slightly delaying one of
the writes.
V. RELATED WORK
This section presents the background and related work.
We first present how applications usually optimize their
I/O through data reorganization and synchronization. We
then present approaches that attempt to better schedule I/O
requests at single-application-level as well as approaches
that take multiple applications into account at the storage
side or through forwarding techniques.
A. I/O optimization in HPC applications
Common application-side I/O optimization techniques
consist in reorganizing data access patterns in order to read
or write large contiguous chunks that potentially match the
file’s layout in the storage servers. These techniques include
two-phase I/O [18] data sieving [19] or list I/O [20] and
are now present in most MPI-I/O implementations with
specific optimizations for the underlying file systems [21],
[22]. Node-level I/O scheduling [23] is also a common
approach to prevent multiple processes in the same node
from concurrently accessing the network interface. The
advantages of these approaches are lost in the context of
cross-application interference, as it breaks the data locality
individually optimized or leads to different storage servers
servicing distinct applications in a different order. Sharing
information between applications can prevent from breaking
such optimized patterns.
B. Application-side I/O scheduling
Zhang et al. [24] propose an approach that couples the I/O
scheduler and process scheduler on compute nodes. When an
application becomes I/O intensive, processes fork to create
new processes that executes the same code only to retrieve
information on the future I/O requests that will be issued.
These pre-execution processes are then killed and the main
processes can leverage knowledge from their own future I/O
requests. Their implementation is done under MPI-I/O and
in PVFS. This techniques is complementary to our approach;
it manages to give a prediction of future I/O behavior that
could then be leveraged by CALCioM.
Based on the observation that within a single application,
processes already interfere with each other, Lofstead et
al. [25] propose an adaptive I/O approach in which the
processes of an application are gathered in groups. Each
group writes in a particular storage target, and one process in
each group is chosen to coordinate the accesses issued by all
the other in the group. This drastically reduces I/O variability
within a single application. CALCioM targets the same goal
but at machine scale, between multiple applications, a task
inherently more difficult because of the lack of knowledge
that applications have from each other and the diversity of
I/O workloads.
The use of dedicated I/O cores [5], [26]–[28], threads [29],
[30], or dedicated nodes [31], [32] (also termed “stag-
ing areas”) is becoming more and more common. These
strategies overlap I/O with computation by shipping data
to dedicated resources, and offer more liberty in delaying
actual I/O accesses. These approaches are important to us:
dedicated cores and threads provide a good opportunity for
an application to analyze its own I/O behavior and make
decisions based on a predicted future resources usage.
C. Server-side I/O scheduling
I/O scheduling techniques implemented in parallel file
systems aim at lowering disk head movements caused by
unrelated requests (i.e., achieving better data locality), and
better distributing I/O requests across multiple data servers.
This objective implies (1) trying to service applications one
at a time and (2) trying to force all the data servers to
serve the same application at the same time, while keeping
fairness across multiple applications. Our experimental eval-
uation clearly showed that serializing I/O requests without
knowledge of the applications’ I/O load can lead to machine
wide inefficiency.
Qian et al. [33] present a network request scheduler
built in Lustre [34]. They propose to associate deadlines
to requests, as well as their targeted object’s identifier,
in order to first service requests belonging to the same
object while preventing starvation by taking deadlines into
account. They propose to dynamically adapt the deadline
value depending on the load on the file system, and to add
mandatory deadlines for requests that correspond to critical
I/O operations (a cache becoming full in the client, for
instance). The same goal is achieved by Song et al. [35],
with an application’s id instead of an object id.
Zhang et al. [36] propose to coordinate the schedulers
of each data server in order to meet QoS requirements set
by each application in terms of application run time. The
required application run time is converted into bandwidth
and latency bounds through machine learning techniques.
The application I/O behavior must be extracted from a
first run on a dedicated platform. I/O schedulers in data
servers then allocate time windows to serve one application
at a time in a coordinated manner. Our approach does
not require machine learning techniques but requires the
sharing of information between application. We also aim
at improving machine wide efficiency instead of targeting
single applications QoS.
In [7] a “reuse distance” is used to state whether it is
worthwhile for a data server to wait for an application’s
new I/O request or to service other applications requests.
In contrast, CALCioM coordinates all running applications
without the need for requests to carry an ID, or for the file
system to wait arbitrarily for potential new requests to arrive.
Other approaches such as the one from Lebre et al. [37]
provide multi applications scheduling with the goal of better
aggregating and reordering requests, while trying to maintain
fairness across applications. The proposed solution does not
take into account each application’s available resources and
required I/O efficiency and does not check the availability
of the file system to potentially change the application’s
behavior.
Closer to our approach is the work from Batsakis et
al. [8], where the observation is made that different clients
with different resource usage should be serviced differently
by the file system. In there solution, clients price their
requests depending on their ability to delay them (which
depends on the memory usage on the client). The server
also prices all requests based on its own availability. An
auction mechanism is then implemented to chose whether
a request should be serviced or delayed. This mechanism
is constrained to asynchronous requests and involves com-
munications between the client and the server to set up the
auction.
Tanimura et al. [38] propose to reserve throughput from
the storage system. Their system is implemented in the Papio
file system. Applications have to define their requirements in
terms of throughput either when submitting a job or at run
time, and the level of service is controlled by a centralized
manager. Reserving throughput may not be a effective way
of improving machine wide efficiency, as it locks resources.
We approached the problem in a different way by giving
the maximum performance possible to all applications, and
to resolve interferences as they occur based on a specified
metrics of platform efficiency.
To our knowledge, none of the existing approaches to
I/O scheduling and I/O optimizations leverage both the facts
that (1) applications can themselves communicate with each
other and self-coordinate and (2) applications have different
constraints related to their resources usage, I/O load and
behavior, which should be taken into account when targeting
machine wide efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Cross-application interference in HPC systems, and more
particularly in their I/O system, is an important problem that
can affect the efficiency of the entire machine. This problem
will be even more important with exascale machines that will
allow running more applications in a concurrent manner.
In this paper we explore the effect of cross-application
contention on their I/O performance; and we propose the
CALCioM approach, which provides a mean by which
independent applications can communicate with each other
in order to coordinate their I/O strategy, targeting system
wide efficiency. We illustrate the usefulness of our ap-
proach through experiments on two platforms: Argonne’s
Surveyor and the French Grid’5000 testbed. For example,
CALCioM is able to prevent a 14× slowdown of a small
application competing with a larger one, at a negligible
cost for the latest, by allowing the interruption of its on
going I/O operations. CALCioM opens a wide range of new
possible scheduling optimizations through the sharing of
I/O properties between applications. We intentionally focus
our study on interference between two applications only, as
displaying interference factors in the context of more than
two applications is arguably difficult.
As future work, we plan to take into account the fact that
an interrupted application can reorganize some of its internal
operations (communications, compression, data processing,
etc.) while waiting for its I/O to be resumed in order to
further gain time. Additionally, we will investigate more
theoretical models of interference in order for CALCioM to
make the right choice of scheduling policies. Finally, we plan
to investigate the more complex case of multiple applications
accessing overlapping sets of targets in a storage array.
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